The Creativity Hub is a space designed to stimulate creativity and inspire, combining a gallery, a design library and discussion space. The building's form encourages the individual to explore, circulation spirals and flows from one space to another throughout the building.

The ground floor is a dynamic space, as a result of the entrances on either side of the building. It consists of three cells of gallery space. On the first floor, there is a transition between gallery and library space as a wall divides the floor area in two. As well as providing a conceptual boundary, this wall is important as it means that there is only one entrance to the library area. The dividing wall between the two spaces does not reach to the ceiling, allowing light and space to flow between the two areas and providing a link between the two areas. The third floor is initially experienced as library space, but then steps up and opens out into an area for reading and discussion. The fourth floor is accessed via a staircase, is an apartment/office area for the building caretaker.

Above, plans (read left to right, ground, first, second, third floor). Below, interior render. Left and above, axonometric describing circulation. Right; aerial site plan. Directly below; section. To the right from top, elevation (street side), elevation (park side), street entrance to the gallery.